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Volunteer Groups
Discuss Program
By KAREN SCHUELER
Maureen Ordman and Eugene Spencer, two representatives of peace Corps/Vista
from the Washington D. C. office, will be at Madison on
February 26 and 27 from 9
to 4:30 on the second floor
of Alumnae Hall. They are
here to provide Information on
both the organizations to all
Interested students.
The programs are centered
around offering employment
for people. According to Ordman, "There is no limit to
what you can do. We offer an
alternative to students."
Spencer served In the Caribbean area for two and a half
years for the Peace Corps as
a woodwork Instructor at a
government handicraft project
and also as a secondary education teacher. He describes
the Peace Corps as an International program whose purpose is "to provide needed
technology and educational assistance to other countries and
to promote International understanding."
Peace Corps benefits Include an optional $10,000 insurance policy, 48 days paid
vacation, free health and medical care during two years of
service, adequate living allowance for food, clothing,
etc., and a readjustment allowance of $75 a month which

the U.S. government saves In
the U.S. while a person serves
overseas. Spencer describes
the Peace Corps training program as "an orientation to
your country assignment for
a 12-week period which can
include a language program."
He stresses the fact that the
organization provides International employment.
Maureen Ordman served in
Vista teaching basic nutrition
and equipment skills to rural
women and helped organize a
pre-school program. She explains the Vista organization
as a domestic program mat
"works with low Income people In our country as a catalyst and liaison. It's working
with people and responding to
people's basic needs."
Vista provides its employees
with a salary that varies according to the living standards of the area in which
they work. It also provides
health insurance, a week's
paid vacation, and a readjustment allowance of $50 a month
for each month of service.
The training program is on
the Job training In the community for four to six weeks.
Ordman states, "The purpose
is to acquaint you with the
problems you will be facing,
to learn about resources you
may have to use in certain
Continued on Page 8
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Actors reherse for "Lovers and other
Strangers" which opened last night and will

run Feb. 23-24 and March 1-3.

2nd Consecutive Year

Delegation Named Outstanding
Madison College received
an Outstanding Delegation Award at The University of
Pennsylvania's Model United
Nations Conference held this
past weekend in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania. This was the
second consecutive year that
Madison has won such an award.
Sixty nations were represented at the conference by
thirty-one institutions of higher education. Madison was the
only Virginia school at the
conference and represented
the Arab Republic of Egypt
and also Ireland.
Those from Madison on the

Egyptian delegation which won
one of five outstanding delegation awards at the conference were Dave Stanton, Robbie Spencer, Mike donroy.
Randy Earl and Mike Boylen.
Representing Madison College on the Irish delegation
were Richard Early, Sallle
Eubank, Frank A. Llnton, Jim
Schermerhorn, and BobRlley.
Dave Stanton and Richard
Early were members of the
India delegation from Madison
College, which won an outstanding delegation award at
the conference last year.
UPMUNC Is a simulation,
not a replica, of the United

Mottley and Gerber
Advance for Trophy
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Gary Gerber and Janice Mottley bold Junior Division trophy
which was won in the Annual 1804 Debate Tournament.

Madison College debaters
advanced to the semi-finals
of the Annual 1804 Debate
Tournament, held on the campus of Ohio University, Athens, Ohio. Freshman Janice
Mottley and Junior Gary Gerber received a third place
trophy for their efforts.
The tournament attracted 70
teams representing 28 colleges and universities from
nine states. The team of Gerber and Mottley, participating
in the Junior division of the
event, compiled a 5-1 record
In the preliminary rounds.
They defeated Clarion State,
Central Michigan University,
University of Akron, Marietta
College and the University of
West Virginia. Selected as

one of the top eight teams
In the tournament, Gerber and
Mottley defeated the College
of Wooster in the quarterfinal elimination round before losing to Marietta In the
semi-finals.
Madison was also represented by the team of Freshman Jennifer Golns and Junior
Marcia Slacum. Participating
together in a tournament for
the first time, they defeated
West Virginia Wesleyan and
St. Vincent's College In the
preliminary rounds.
m the coming weeks, Madison debaters will attend the
United States Naval Academy
tournament, the Wayne State
National Novice, and the Virginia State competition.

Nations. It attempts to adhere
to both the spirit and the letter of the United Nations Charter. Its purpose Is educational:
by representing a nation other
than one's own, one can acquire a unique perspective on
International relations.
Madison delegations to the
UPMUNC are sponsored by the
Department of Political Science and Geography and are
advised by Dr. Thomas Wllborn.

Student Charged
With Possession
After Accident
An automobile accident on the
Madison College campus Tuesday started a chain of events which led to a drug
violation charge being filed
against a student
James E. Seifert, a Junior
from Careteet, N.J., was charged Thursday with possession of marijuana with the Intention to distribute.
James S. Shelton, who Is
not a Madison student, was
charged with hit-and-run driving, reckless driving and
driving while Intoxicated after
a traffic accident Tuesday night.
Seifert, who was a passenger In Sheltcn's car, was charged at that time with be-.
lng drunk in public The
subsequent investigation of
the accident led to the drug
charge.
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"Come, dome, General. It's not the end of the world!
I'm sure you'll find another war somewhere."
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Album Grooves
By PURPLE FOX

1

Building on basic rock and
blues forms and subsequently
expanding their musical scope
to form a characteristic style,
The AUman Brothers Band has
become3-one of the biggest
bands In the country. "Beginnings", the group's new LP
set (double album) captures
'j$he essence of The Allman
Brothers Band during Its fo-

rmatlve and middle stages.
The fully integrated arrangements, the raw power, and the
spectacular Instrumental work that characterized the meteoric development of the band
is captured on these grooves,
included on the four sides are
14 cuts. Among the choice
selections are "Whipping Post", "In Memory Of Elizabeth
Reed", "Leave My Blues At

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
I am presently a student
at Madison and I am enrolled in a Health 200 class.
I am also engaged in the
preparation of a research paper on suicide among young
adults.
Recently I attended a meeting of Head Residents and
Resident Advisors. This meeting was held to discuss the
problem of suicide on camp-

us and to discuss means of
suicide prevention.
My first reaction to the meeting was that It was less
than totally effective. The
main part of the meeting consisted of rehashing: the most
common misconceptions about
suicide. The meeting was Informal to the point of being
unstructured, the people who
were moderating the discussion seemed to know less about the subject than some of
those in attendance.
Since suicides are a very real problem on campuses today I would think it would be
In the best Interest of everyone concerned to have qualified people directing meetings and prevention efforts
rather than taking a typical
"it never happens at Madison" attitude and letting the
problem be hushed up and soothed over. If more people
got involved and ask what Is
being done, maybe the problem would be brought out
In the open, and counseling
could be Improved to the polnt where suicide would no
longer be a problem. The
key issue is get Involved on
a personal level.
Thank you,
Jesse Overman
Box 2619

Home", "Midnight Rider","
Trouble No More", and "Its
Not My Cross To Bear" (A
TCO SD2-805).
"Raunch «N' Roll" is a fantastic first for Black Oak Arkansas. Their first live album was recorded at theParamont Theatres In Seattle and
Portland and It conveys the
undiluted grit-rock that Black
Oak has become famous for.
The Oakers provide straight on screamln' raunch mania,
while Jim Dandy Is in rare
vocal form.
Seven tracks
are featured on Oils LP and
the selected cuts are "Hot
Rod", "Mutants Of The Monster", and "Hot And Nasty".
Jo Jo Gunne continues to create melodic high energy rock
and roll in the best California tradition. From their LP
entitled "Bite Down Hard",
Jay Ferguson's Incisive and
satiric lyrics complement the
full-bore thrust of the band's
sound. There are nine tracks
found in this album and Includes "Ready Freddy", "Broken Down Man", "Take Me
Down Easy", and "Rhoda."
The imaginative productions,
matured vocals, and exciting
Instrumental work give them
added dimension not usually
found in a band with hard rock
roots.
Straight from the jazz group
Young-Holt Unlimited has completed their album, "Oh Glrl" that builds on the hit
Instrumental version of the
Chl-i,ites former hit Top
level expansion is provided
by their mature, top-flight
instrumentals which builds on
contemporary rhythm structures. "Can't Get Enough of
You", "Where Is The Love"
and "Bupln' On Young Street" .
are Included in the LP.

On the lighter Side

bogey and mr. big
By GREGORY BYRNE
In his hit play/movie Play
It Again, Sam, Woody Allen
has none other than the legendary Mr. Humphrey Bogart
coming back from the greay
beyond to offer words of advice to the poor sexually frustrated schmuck. Allen isn't
the only schmuck in the public
eye nowadays, though, and I
think It would be Interesting
to see how Bogey would react In other situations requiring his advice. For Instance, what would Humph have
to say to Mr. Italian MafiaMouth himself — Frank Sinatra? Each of us occasionally
puts a foot in our own mouth,
but this guy is ridiculous. He
managed both feet and legs all
the way up to his Brooks
Brothers waistline. Let's take
a look at Bogey and his new
schmuck in the following playlet:
********
Sinatra:
(humming) "Strangers In the
night. . .boe doe doe dee daa"
Bogey:
"Hello, schweetheart."
Sinatra:
"Get away from me, you scum.
Go home and take a bath.
Print that, Miss Cheslre. ..
oh. (noticing Bogart) Who the
hell are you?
Bogey:
"Listen schmart guy, have
some respect for the dead,
(lights a cigarette) Especially
a' dead man with a .38."
Sinatra:
"My God. The trenchcoat...
the slouch hat . .that voice
. . .you're. . .you're. . ."
Bogey:
"Can the lntros, mlschter,
We both know who I am."
Sinatra:
"But. .but why are you here?
Bogey:
(shrugging) "I'm always sent
to aschlst clowns who need my
help."
Sinatra:
(defiantly) "But I don't need
any help."
Bogey:
"Are you kidding? I schaw
your last performance. Boy do
you need help."

Sinatra:
"Listen, buddy. I can't help
It if Dirty Dingus McGee was
a flop. And this bambino don't
need your help or anybody
else's."
Bogey:
"Calm down, mlschter. '_I
wasn't talkin' about your acting career, although that could
stand some Improvement too.
(squinting) I meant your run in
with this Cheshire dame. Poor,
really poor."
Sinatra:
"Whata 'ya mean?"
Bogey:
"Haven't you gotanyschense?
You never bad-mouth a lady
like that Slap 'em around a
while - yes. Plug 'em with
a few ounces of lead - yes.
But you never ever bad-mouth
a dame like you did."
Sinatra:
"Who are you to be telling ME
what to do?"
%
Bogey:
"Well, for one thing, I'm a
better actor, even dead, (stubs
out cigarette) For another, I
know dames. Pve bad em all.
Didn't cha ever see Casablanca How about The African
Queen? It's all a matter of
technique."
Sinatra:
"Huh?"
Bogey:
"Well, take that Katie Hepburn. She was a real hardboiled dame. It took a certain
slobblsh charm to win her."
Sinatra:
"You mean..."
Bogey:
"Schure. Here, mess up your
hair. . .er. . .hairpiece, put
on this dirty overcoat, now the
crumpeled hat and . . .say
why don't you start shaving
every other week or so. (looking him over) Now that's an
Improvement, eh, Frank?"
Sinatra:
"It's Mlschter Sinatra to you,
schweetheart"
Bogey: .
"I think he's got it; by George,
he's got It" "Hit it Sam"
Bogey and Sinatra:
"You must remember this, a
kiss is Just a kiss. . ."
Bogey:
"Ah they're playing my song."
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So Learned, Yet So Misinformed
by KEVIN HOSCHAR
In a research study conducted on the Madison College
campus during November and
December 1972 by Kevin Hoschar and Michael Borash, It
was found that Madison College students did not cast wellinformed, intelligent votes in
the fall election. On the contrary, they cast their votes on
predispositions and attitudes
rather than on knowledge of the
issues and the candidates.
On a 25-question survey
(designed to measure know-,
ledge of Important national and
International events, as well
as attitudes on patriotism,
welfare, desegregation, the Unlted Nations, and the media)
it was found that significant
differences appeared among.
Madison College students who
voted for McGovern, those who
voted for Nixon, and those who
did not vote. From the results
of the study, the researchers
were able to draw a profile of
a typical McGovern voter, a
Nixon voter, and a non-voter.
Before presentation of the
profiles, it should be noted that
56 questionnaires were administered to a Music 200
class, a Psychological Statistics class, randomly at the
Madison College Snack Bar
randomly at a men's dormitory. 50% voted for McGovern,
41% voted for Nixon, and 9%
did not vote. Of immediate
interest is the fact that 91%
of those questioned did vote.
This is significantly higher
than the national average of
54.5%.
The profiles are as follows:
THE NIXON VOTER
The Nixon voter at Madison
College is characterized by
his high degree of nationalistic sentiment and affiliation
to church (though he may not
attend regularly). Generally,
the father of the Nixon voter is
the family breadwinner. If the
mother works, it is usually on
a part time basis. The Nixon
voter also tends to be relatively less well Informed on
national and international issues than the McGovern voter,
but more informed than the

non-voter. This is Indicated by
their average score of 4.6 out
of a possible 8 correct answers. The McGovern voter
achieved an average of 5.9,
while the non-voter accumulated an average of 3.2, questions correct.
The Nixon Voter at Madison
College, in almost all cases,
votes the same way as do his
parents. Nixon voters also
tend to share the following
beliefs, namely that:
a. Lt. Calley was a scapegoat who should not have been
punished.
b. A strong America is a
safe America.
c. The Federal Government
should not force states to
integrate schools.
d. A conservative trend in
government is preferable to
a liberal trend.
e. The United Nations is
ineffective and the USA should
reduce Its financial commitment.
THE MCGOVERN VOTER
The McGovern voter at this
college can be characterized
by his relatively lower degree
of nationalism, and a noticeable absence of church attendance and affiliation. In most
cases the parents are both
working full time. The McGovern voter also tends to be
better informed than the nonvoter or the Nixon voter on
national and international issues, but less well-informed
than could be expected of an
Intelligent voter. The McGovern voter is also far more independent of his parents' political loyalties, indicating a
greater degree of personal
freedom as measured by their
different voting behavior. The
McGovern voter also tends to
hold a point of view almost
directly opposite to that of the
Nixon voter with respect to
the Calley trial, the United
Nations, etc.
THE NON-VOTER
The non-voter at Madison
College may be characterized
by his moderate to low degree
of nationalistic sentiment. Us-
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Yes, this is a real buffalo. Ther's a whole herd just down 81 a
few miles outside Harrisonburg.
<4

ually, If affiliatedwith a church
it is not a major denomination and his attendance Is not
regular. The non-voter tends
to come from a middle to
upper-middle class family. As
with the Nixon voter, the father
is the breadwinner and the
mother works on a part-time
basis, if she works at all.
In spite of his higher overall grade point average (2.7,
Nixon voters; 2.65, McGovern
voters; 2.94, non-voters) the
non-voter at Madison College
is poorly Informed on national
and international issues. His
parents, In almost all cases,
were for Nixon. We might
suggest that the Madison College non-voter Is a victim of
too many pressures. Pressure
from the nuclear family to
vote for Nixon, and pressure
from the peer group to vote for
McGovern, all factors contributing to his rejection of both
candidates (and possibly voting itself) as a way to avoid
a potentially disruptive force
in his life.
Putting this trend in larger
perspective, the December 10,
1972 Issue of the "Washington
Post" presented the results of
a survey in which a large number of non-voters were asked
why they didn't participate in
the 1972 elections. The results
and the reasons given are as
follows:
Didn't bother to register or
prevented from registering by
residence requirements: 38%.
Not Interested in politics:
28%.
Didn't like either candidate:
10%
Sick or disabled: 10%.
Could not leave job or working two shifts: 7%.
Away from home/traveling:
7%.
Thus lt seems as though the
college campus, where most of
those voting in 1972 favored
McGovern over Nixon, maybe
a special case, quite different
from the community at large,
where other reasons for nonvoting are more salient.
CONCLUSIONS
The researchers have concluded that while 91% of our
respondents did vote (possibly
due to an effective campuswide voter-registration drive)
the majority cast their votes
on parentally influenced predispositions and attitudes rather than facts, figures, and
Issues. Mr. Borash and Mr.
Hoschar are currently doing
further study In this area by
expanding the size of their
sample and including other
Virginia colleges. At the moment, they feel that the problem of votes being based upon
predispositions and attitudes
rather than knowledge might
Indicate the need for the development of a new political
education course. This might
take the form of a 200-level,
full-year (2 semester) course,
presented In an Interdisciplinary fashion, prepared and presented as objectively as possible, and made a part of the
basic-studies program. From
such a vehicle more students
might better be able to know
whv they voted as they did and
Continued on Page 4

Dr. Forrest S. Racey (left), president emeritus of Shenandoah College-Conservatory of Music in Winchester and
Virginia 6th District Rep. M. Caldwell Butler look at the
"Educator of the Year" award presented to Dr. Racey this
week at Madison College in Harrisonburg. The award was
presented by Greater Madison Inc. a support group for the
college. Rep. Butler was the featured speaker at the awards
banquet, held at the Warren Campus Center Monday at
Madison. About 200 attended.
Photo by Public Information

A Sense of Communion
By ROBIN McNALLIE
Ingmar Bergman's classic
"The Seventh Seal" was presented Sunday evening in Wilson Auditorium as the second
of this semester's foreign film
offerings.
"The Seventh Seal" centers
around the last day in the life
of Antonlus Block (played like
a splendidly guttering candle
by Max von Sydow), a Swedish
knight of the fourteenth century, who has returned to his
country from the Crusades to
find it ravaged by the plague
and his own soul ravaged by
the feverish puzzles of life
and death. Appropriately, at
the beginning of the film, Block
encounters the figure of Death
(Bengt Ekerot) on a rockstrewn shore and engages him
in a game of chess in hopes of
stalemating the grim reaper.
The camera then follows the
knight and his Sancho Panza,
squire Jons (Gunnar Bjornstrand), on a quest for understanding in a world marked by
violence and confusion. But
Bergman's medieval tapestry
seems to display no discernable figure and, at the end,
Death has Indeed defeated the
knight, claiming him and all
but two of his travelling companions, the juggler Joseph
(Nils Poppe) and his young
wife Mary (Blbi Andersson).
"The Seventh Seal," obviously, like most of Its famous director's other films,
has as its motivating concern
the probing of what Walt Whitman once called the "ancient,
fierce enigmas." For Block,
in his game of chess with Death
is trying to find a strategy
to confront life with as much
as one to fend off death with.
More than physical life, Block
Is battling to sustain the life

of the spirit by finding some
meaning to cling to in a world
of slippage and even avalanche, l.c, our world and
Block's.
Whether in the course of
" The Seventh Seal" some such
meaning Is provided Block or
the viewer is Itself a perplexing question. If some affirmation is present, It seems
to this reviewer that lt occurs
about halfway through the film
In one of its few scenes of
idyllic serenity, the one in
which Block shares a lunch of
milk and strawberries with
the attractive and significantly
named Joseph and Mary.
One needn't see this vignette as the Last Supper of
Antonlus Block to catch still
the warm sense of communion
the suffuses the whole scene,
a sense which Block poetically
captures with the soft words
"and this will be a sign and
a great content." Bergman
seems to be suggesting here
mat such shared moments,
touched deeply by the senses
and the feelings of people, may
be the only significant points
of light in a parlous existence.
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Archie DiPeppe

John Jacknik

**

The Breeze staff wishes to
apologize for not having a
picture available of Jim Guthrle.

Steve Ryan

Jim Lee

And May The Best Men Win

ctlons for
for the
the SGA
SGA seseElections
condary offices will take place
next week. In order to encourage students to participate In the election, the Breeze
asked the candidates for vicepresident to write up declarations on their Ideas about the
school, the students, and their
platforms for the campaign.
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By JOHN JACKNIK
The growth and changes In
the past few years at this
Institution, from a small, provincial woman's college to a
regional university, force us
to continually evaluate and
revise all aspects of campus
life. The present Judicial system, written In 1069, has proven Inadequate In meeting the
challenges of expansion and
changes
of social standards[

1433 S. Mill Sf.
Harrisoibiri, Vi. 22801:
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(Continued from page S)
to defend their stand on key
public Issues, even If their
voting patterns might remain
the same In the majority of
cases. This Is something the
students, faculty and administrators at Madison and other
colleges ought to be thinking
about. Any students and faculty who have suggestions for
the development of such a
course are welcome to submit
them to the Political Science
Department, Box M-57, or
Room 103, Harrison Hall.

We all agree that a new adJudlclary system Is needed.
Whether we adopt the Judicial
Council format of the proposed S. G. A. Constitution
or move to a community system where all campus members are responsible to a
Board made up of students
with some faculty and administrators, we must have leaders experienced in campus
government and aware of the
needs of Madison students.
Our rights as students often take place to the overall
goals of the college. Pm referring to instances where
the college refuses to cooperate with the SGA In Judicial
and other matters, grandly
announces policies vital to
student Interests without consulting us beforehand, and then
accuses us of not being able
to handle our own affairs. We
must have the right to recourse when ANY member of
the campus community falls
in his responsibilities to the
students of this school, and to
expect full participation in the
decision making process of
David I. Garber
JEWELER

49 W. Water St.
Harrisonburg, Va.

FOR

Accutron, Bulova,
Elgin, Hamilton

SALES AND SALES MANAGEMENT
TRAINING PROGRAM

Watches

This Program is designed to develop young college graduates for careers in life insurance sales and sales management. It provides an initial training period of 3 months
(including 2 weeks at a Home Office School) before moving
into full sales work.

Largest Selection of
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Those who are interested in and who are found qualified
for management responsibility are assured of ample opportunity to move on to such work in either our field offices or
in the Home Office after an initial period in sales.

MADISON COLLEGE THEATRE

Aggressive expansion plans provide unusual opportunities
for those accepted.

LOVERS
and OTHER
STRANGERS

Arrange with the placement office for an interview with:

Connecticut Mutual Life
INSURANCE COMPANY • HARTFORD
THE BLUE CHIP COMPANY • SINCE 1846
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Pierced Earrings

policy matters. Our rights
will not be protected by anyone but ourselves. We cannot
be negligent in our obligation
to insure academic and social
freedom.
The Judicial vice-president
Is also an executive council
officer and must have experience In all aspects of campus
affairs. As senator, SGA parliamentarian and president of
the summer session, I gained
the background necessary to
negotiate and participate in
administrative policy making
and reform. Any candidate
must also have the ability to
maintain impartially applied
procedures with fairness and
precision. Prejudice can be
disastrous. So I ask for your
support as a candidate who Is
able to carry out the reforms
demanded by change, represent YOU in a viable and
enterprising student association, and safeguard our rights
at Madison College.
Thank you for your consideration,
by ARCHER DIPEPPE
It has occurred to me, as
I am sure that it has occurred
to many of you, mat a dual system of Justice exists on this
campus. Why are mere more
rules and restrictions for women than men? Under our current Judicial system, it seems
that the SGA has to take a look
at your sex organs before they
can decide whether you have
broken a rule or not Don't
you think that mat is Just a
little ridiculous? What ever
happened to blind Justice? The
current administration would
like us to believe that we are
a modern, progressive institution of higher learning. But
how can we ever hope to achieve that goal, as long as we
subscribe to a nineteenth cen-

an Equal Opportunity Employer
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presents

FEB 22, 23, 24 - MAR 1, 2, 8
Latlmer-Shaeffer Theatre
8:00 p.m
Admission $1.50 Students $1.00
Tickets Available in WCC or
by calling 434-7380
Group Rates Available

tury double standards. Hasn't
Madison College heard that we
are all equal under the law?
This dual system of Justice
(if you can call It Justice) is
not only illegal, but an insult
to every student on this campus. Think about it
ID the last three years, I
have heard many students complain about this situation.
But the complaint was often
followed with these words,
"What can I do abut it?" If
I am elected Judicial VlceP resident I would take the first
step to end this Injustice. I
would propose a course of civil
disobedience and refuse to
prosecute any student for breaking a rule that did not apply equally to all students. Student government must serve
the students, not be a "hand
slapping*' arm of the administration. Vote for a government
with a conscience, vote for Areer DIPeppefor Judicial VIcePresldent.
by STEVE RYAN
After the president of the
SGA, the most Important office is the legislative vice-president The legislative vicepresident takes over the duties of the president in his absence and among otherthlngs,
is the chairman of the Interdormitory Council, a body which is composed of the presidents of all dorm councils.
I think my experience more
than qualifies me for this office. Last year I was President of Eagle Dorm, and thus
have experienced and dealt
with many of the problems
which arise in dormitory living. As president of Eagle
Dorm, I was an active member
of the Interdormltory Council,
and I have a good understanding of its workings. This past
year, I have been a member
of the student Senate, representing the junior Class, in
the Senate I got a good Insight into the inner workings
of the Student Government As(Contlnued on page 5)
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(Continued from page 4)
Issues, elected or not. But
soclation and many of the IssI felt no need to-express these
ues which are now pressing.
feelings in my declaration. I
In my work as a Senator,
felt it necessary toexpress
I was named Chairman of the
what new ideas I hadln mind
Rules Review Committee. Aand not Just say I'm qualified
mong the resolutions which
and will do the job the best
came from this Committee
I can.
are measures calling for an
What I propose to do if
equal system of security (Kelected Is:
«
ey system) on the Madison CoL Form a student committee
llege campus, a provision ento evaluate professors. This
dorsing weekday intervisltacould help augment the adtion, and a series of resolministrative attempts in conutions dealing with the houssidering whether pay raise and
ing situation on campus.
recontracts to professors'had
But experience is only one
based strictly on ability and
part of what I offer. I fully
teaching excellences.
endorse the concept of com2. Form a student Investiplete dorm autonomy-that is,
gation
committee where stueach dorm makes and enforces
dents
can
bring their grievtheir own rules. I agree with
ences
against
faculty and adothers, that the Junior Englministration for study.
ish Proficiency exam must
3. Investigate the need for
be re-examined immedlatley.
college basic studies.
Also, I feel that student opinion
4. Re-evaluate the present
should play a larger role in
pass-fall system; look into the
the decision making process of
possibilities of lowering the
the administration.
minimum 2.25 average to2.00
These are but a few of the tilfor taking subjects on passings I offer. My campaign
Is one of simplicitynotof flas-s
fall.
5. Develop better communihy advertising tricks. My
cation
between SGA and House
campaign Is based solidly on
Council
by keeping the House
my experience and stand on the
Council
Presidents more inIssues that confront us today,
formed.
not vague promises for poss6. Better reorientation proible action. I fully support the
gram for House Council Presplatform of the newly-elected
idents and their staff.
President of the SGA, Richard
7. Make House Council work
Early, and will work in harmore effectively.
mony with him toward the fulI feel that it is not only
fillment of those goals. I
the responsibility of Legisnow ask for your support and
lative Vice-Presldent to meet
vote on Tuesday, so we can
the obligations of the office,
work together toward a better
but also to initiate new ideas,
Madison College-Vote Steve
striving to better toe organiRyan for Legislative Vice-Przation, have some Idea of what
esident.
he wishes to accomplish, and
By JAMES LEE
how he plans to do It. I am
I would like to make it
ready for the job. If you have
clear to the student body that
any questions, please do call
I'm not a one issue candime at 433-4460. Vote James
date, for it has come to my
Lee -LegislativeVice-Preslattention that this is what
dent on February 27.
people think of me. The duby
JIM GUTHRIE
ties of Legislative VIce-Pres"Only he deserves power
ldent encompass being chairwho every day justifies it."
man of the Inter-Dormitory
What does this mean? Is
Council, assume the presiit just a statement, a phrase
dential duties of the Execuor Is It anything? Is It trtive Council and Student Senue or false? Who determines
ate in the absense of the
the validity of It? I beliPresident, assist the Presieve in this statement because
dent in the general duties of
whatever decision you make
his office, preside over Senthat affects others, you have
ate meetings, review the Stu- to justify it to yourself first.
dent Handbook, etc. I do know On February 27, elections will
what the responsibilities are be held to elect a new Leand I am assured that I can
gilatlve Vice-Presldent.
I
fulfill the obligations of the
urge all students to.vote in
office. I am for every issue
this election. Determine wheour newly elected President
ther or not you believe in
ran on and will support his
Dag Hammarskjold's Motto.

Newman Lake may not be available for
skating this winter, but the ducks are happy

By LEWIS H. SWORD
As I was staggering through
the Student Union the other
day, I noticed a poster advertising, of all things, a 1950's
party. I took It for the latest
manifestation of fifties nostalgia and proof positive that
the madness has reached the
furthest outpost of Western
Civilization-Madison College.
Now that It's with us, perhaps
it's time to take a brief look
at the fifties.
The way I understand it,
the fifties represents a time
in which everyone was Jolly
and complacent, the world was
perfectly at peace, and college
students passed their time
away cramming each other
Into telephone booths under
the beneficlent gaze of the Supreme God of insouciance: in
short, a kind of psychological
Disneyland.
How accurate Is mis picture? Was It Indeed every
college student's concern to
make it in the back seat of his
Ford, or were there deeper
concerns and fears? I seem to
remember a few.

TYPING
Call Mrs. Wet
9 yr. Exptritict
821-6941

VIRGINIA
•

454 42«2|

NOWthruTUES.
DIANA ROSS£
BILUE HOLIDAY

Clothes in Town

The fifties were the days of
Joe McCarthy and the Communist menace, for one thing.
The first three years of the
decade were consumed by a
war concerning that fear. For
a boy growing up In the fifties, it was a frightening time;
I was entirely sure that the
Commies were everywhere,
an Invisible plague Intent on
swallowing us all up.
If that contingency proved
too horrible to contemplate,
of course, there was always
mat fear of fears, the Big A.
All through the fifties, the
threat of nuclear destruction
impressed us with a horribly
immediate sense of ourfiniteness. Mass hysteria, bomb
shelter fever, and apocalyptic
political rhetoric were pervading Influences on our lives
and fantasies.
More quotidian concerns of
the times Included a preoccu-

pation with the concomitant
unemployment - inflation recession which made it difficult for one to find work and
difficult to live If one did.
(Continued on page 6)

MERLE
NORMAN
COSMETICS
&

HOUSE of
BEAUTY
HAIRSTYLING
765 E. Market St.
H'burg, Va.
434-4892
North Of
Cloverleaf Shopping Center
(Beauty Is our business)

1
WE TIP OUR FARES TO 1
THE YOUTH OF AMERICA 1
A special youth rate is one
of the Low Fare Deals
on Piedmont Airlines.
For $3 you'll get an I.D.
card good 'till age 22.
Good for a reserved seat.
Good for savings of about
20%. Good anytime, anywhere on Piedmontserving over 75 cities between Chicago, New York,
Norfolk, Atlanta,
Memphis. Call us, or
your travel agent.

FLY PIEDMONT

Harrisonburg

Best Selection of Men's

Photo by John Cooper

The "Joie de Vivre" Myth

H»RRIS0HBU»C

Saufo

to have somewhere to bang oat

SINGS THE
BLUES
m COLOR
A PARAMOUNT POURE
F.lmed m PANAVISON*
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A Glob Named Glob
Finds Happiness

Photo by John Cooper
The creators of the Glob story — the sixth

Myths
(Continued from page 5)
And If one was In financial
trouble, there was no Great
Society to militate against adversity. Starving was a perfectly acceptable life-style.
The youth culture of the
fifties was not the Ideological
playground It was In the six-

' «A world
of Boolqs

graders of Anthony-Seeger Campus School.

ties, but It was Just as stormy
and destructive without ideology. Even In the fifties, kids
were tearing up Newport and
Ft. Lauderdale with Inebriated
fervor, and rather regularly.
Greasy hordes of Juvenile delinquents roamed the city's
streets ensuring that no one
should remain unlntimidated
by their senseless bestiality.
Excepting the problems and
the horrors of the fifties, the
entire era is something of a
grey period in our history.
Crises, worries, fears, madnesses were In abundant supply, and one could easily uncover many more of them than
I have dealt with. However,
the simple, carefree "Joie de
vivre" that the fifties have
become legendary for ,1s a
myth.
This is not to deny that
the bovine ignorance of the
fifties was not real; It was
quite genuine. Ignorance Is

not very "liberating," however; it did not help us to live
comfortably with crime, poverty, alien ideologies or nuclear threats. We reacted with
naked fear to everything that
we did not understand, and
what we did not understand was
everything.

fessors at Madison College.
They divided Into committees to prepare the book, Mr.
Stone said. One group wrote
the story, another group illustrated It, others reproduced it on a ditto machine
and still other sixth graders
bound the book.
Each of the first graders
got a copy of the book about
Glob. "They were very excited," Miss Watkins said.
The book itself, "The Adventures of Glob," goes like
this:
A mad, but nice, scientist,
"named Dr. Insane created a
glob named Glob. Glob was
green, red and purple."
Glob has the ability to change
himself Into anything and in
his first adventure he narrows
ly escapes capture by a zookeeper by changing himself
into a mouse.
After leaving the zoo, Glob
hitches a free ride on a subway
by turning himself Invisible.
He then creates chaos In the
pet food section of a supermarket when he turns himself
Into a puppy.
After being kicked out of
the supermarket, Glob heads
back toward Dr. Insane's laboratory.
At the laboratory, Glob finds
out Dr. Insane has created a
girl glob.
According to the book, the
two globs immediately fall in
love, get married and have a
baby glob.
The book ends, like all sixth
graders' books should, with
"They all lived happily ever
after."

The Glob, a friendly little
fellow who can change himself
Into Just about anything, Is the
main character In a new book
that's now No. 1 on the bestseller list among some Harrlsonburg first graders.
The book, "The Adventures
of Glob," also has another distinction: it was created and
produced by a 15-child staff.
The 15 students wrote, Illustrated, printed and bound
the book entirely by themsleves. And when they finished
the book, the sixth graders
presented the copies to their
little friends in the first grade.
All the youngsters are pupils In the Anthony-Seeger
Campus School at Madison
College.
The Idea for the book came
from two faculty members at
Anthony-Seeger: Miss Evelyn
Watkins, supervisor of the
school's first grade, and John
Stone, supervisor of the sixth
grade. Both Miss Watkins and
Mr. Stone are Assistant Pro-

* What's
News? *
Carl Lentz, a Madison se-

•

nior majoring In chemistry,
has received a Fellowship of
$6000. Of the $6000, $3100 will
cover tuition at Johns Hopkins
University In Baltimore where
Mr. Lentz plans to attend
graduate school. The remaining money constitutes a teaching fellowship. Mr. Lentz intends to seek a doctorate in
chemistry.

PICTURES FOR
♦applications
♦engagements
♦ weddings
SEE DR. HENDERSON

Young &>

Photo by John Cooper

Mr. John Stone, co-editor of "The Adventures of the Glob."
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and Old

Phone: 433-2082

+

THE
OPEN BOOK, LTD;

'lion A
HAIR STYLING SALON

151 S. Main StiW
HarrSsonburg, Va. 22801 .,

■

4344034

47 E. Market Street
Harifisonburg. Va. 22301
We Need Your Head For Our Business

SUSAN TYRRELL
NOMINATED

BEST
SUPPORTING
ACTRESS
this year

I

%M
■

434-3625
'. e Specialize in Birthday
and Special Occasion Cakes
FREE DELIVERY

ISTACY KEACH

His Pot of Gold
is in Alcohol
JEFF BRIDGE!
Just Great

On Thursday, March 8, the
SGA will conduct elections
for the following positions:
six (6) representatives to the
student senate from the rising Sophomore, Junior and
Senior classes; four (4) representatives to the Judicial Council from the rising SophContinued on Page 8

Located In Both
Mick or Mack Stores
E. Wolfe & Main St.

|FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
AT 7:30
ROUTE It SO. HARRISONBURQ

r*&4) jKf ABSOLUTE

COLLEGE STUDENTS Acclaim It As The Most
Beautifully Acted Film They Have Seen. A CLASSIC

.. £

DELIGHT"

©owes

The surprise hit of this year's Cannes Film Festival!
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Czech Review

Soul-Stirring Concert
By BOB CONROY
A two-and-a-half hour soulstirring concert was presented by the world-famous Czech
State Orchestra of Brno, this
past Wednesday evening.
A crowd of about 900 filled
Wilson auditorium as the orchestra, which was conducted
by Jiri Waldhans, performed
one of the finest concerts
ever presented in the Harrisonburg area.
The opening selection was
the Star Spangled Banner, followed by the Czechosolvokian
National Anthem.
The group then performed
Mozart's Symphony No. 36 in
C major, the Concerto in D
major by Tchaikovsky, and
Dvorak's Symphony No. 8 in
G major, opus 88.
All the selections were perHitter

P|\pl

L»llltyl

M. \J%Dl

Ms. Diane Wakoskl, poetin-residence at the University of Virginia, will speak
at Madison College, Wednesday, February 28.
Ms. Wakoski was bom In
Whittler, California, in 1937
and received her B.A. degree from the University of
Southern California at Berkeley. She has taught at the New
School for Social Research and
at the California Institute of
Technology as well as at the
University of Virginia.
A prolific writer, Diane Wakoskl has published eleven
volumes of poetry in the past
several years, the most notable of which are:
Coins and Coffins •
Discrepancies & Apparitions

formed with extreme finesse,
the four standing ovations received during the concert gave
evidence of the crowd's approval.
The Tchaikovsky selection
had the audience literally on
the edge of their seats. The
virtuosity of Vaclav Hudacek,
the violin soloist for this number, was exceptional. The 20year-old Hudacek kept the audience spellbound throughout
the number, and received a
standing ovation.
The extremely enthusiastic
response of those in attendance resulted in an encore:
Dvorak's Slavic Dance #9.
The concert was arranged
as part of Madison's Artist
and Lecture Series, under the
auspices of chairman Dr. John
Lyon.
RpritPfi Work«

U.\.Xs\sM.%.%Sa

▼▼ VI «*n

George Washington Poems
Inside the Blood Factory
Greed, Volumes 1 and 2
Magellanic Clouds
Motorcycle Betrayal Poems
Diane Wakoskl Is noted for
her toughness in both style
and subject matter. Her love
poems do not gush with tenderness, but rather reflect
the anger and bitterness of a
woman betrayed by men.
Ms. Wakoski will give an
informal talk at 3:00 p.m. and
present a reading from her
poems at 8 p.m. Both events
will be held in Blackwell Auditorium, Moody Hall. No admission will be charged, and
the public is cordially Invited
to attend.

Members of the Czech State Orchestra pershown hv
four
a« shown
as
by the
the four

,„_,,
finocc^
MU finesse
formed „with

ovations the musicans received.
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Photo hv
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Sexuality Series Continues LOOK
obtained on these discussions
The Educational Programming office is sponsoring a series of informal discussions
on Human Sexuality. A number of qualified persons from
the Harrisonburg area and the
college community have been
invited to lead these discussions.
The third of this series will
be Tuesday, February 27 at
7:30 pm. in the recreation room of Huffman residence hall. Dr. W.M. Zlrkle, M.D.,
a Harrisonburg gynecologist,
will talk on the Physician's
View of the Psychological Aspects of Human Sexuality.
Further information can be

by phoning 6575 or at the Office of Educational Programming, 103 Alumnae Hall.

1

^
INSIDE , jf
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VALLEY
NUTRITION
CENTER

V

YOUR HEALTH FOOD STORE
SEEDS, NUTS, BOOKS&
NATURAL FOODS

\
I If you really want to
J know us-look inside...
Don't judge us by our cover.

51 E. Elizabeth St.

Op*! Mouday, Thursday,
Friday Nites

Announces The Opening of a New Club
Friday 23rd
| the fantastic

Saturday 24th
super sounds of

Royal Kings

The Divots

8-12

8-12

Martin's

GARAGE

"couples only"

|$1.75/per headfc 3.00/per couple)
MARTINS GARAGE OPENS EVERY THURSDAY,
FRIDAY and SATURDAY EVENINGS for DINNER SPECIALS
SATURDAY NI0HT DINNER SPECIALS

FRIDAY NIGHT DINNER SPECIALS
Specials served from 6-8 P.M.
and Include a 50£ discount off cover charge.
#1
#2

6 oz. N.Y. Sirloin Steak - charbroiled with French Fries
and Tossed Salad.
I
9" Pizza (with 1, 2, or 3 toppings) and Tossed Salad

#3 Charbroiled Chezburger with French Fries and
Tossed Salad
(All regular menu items served till 11:30)

Specials served from 6-8 P.M.
and include a $1.00 per couple discount off cover charge
#1

Steak for Two- N.Y. Strip - 12 oz. - French Fries
and Tossed Salads.

$2*99

#2

12" Pizza for Two(l, 2, 3, toppings) with
Tossed Salads.

$2-29

#3

Cheesesteak Subs for Two with French Fries

$1.95

(All regular menu items served till 11:30)
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Model Senate Seeks Supporters
The Department of Political
Science and Geography In cooperation with the SGA is planning to sponsor a delegation
to the second annual Model
United States Senate Workshop
held at Stetson University In
Deland, Florida April 12-25,
1973.
The workshop will attempt
to duplicate the atmosphere of
the U.S. Senate in its program
of general senate sessions,
party caucuses and committee meetings at which delegates will play the role of the
senators they represent. Focus throughout the four days
will be on the legislative processes of the U.S. Senate.

Volunteers

Mary
Mary Smith will open Monday; Feb. 26 at the Campus
Coffee House. Miss Smith; who
uses only a guitar to aid her
strong, clear voice, combines
a mixture of folk rock and
blues. "Catch the Wind,*' a
Donovan hit, "I can't Get Over
You," and "West Texas Cowboy" are Just several of the
songs she combines for her
audience In a variety of moods.
Miss Smith began her ca-

reer in Flint, Michigan since
she was 11 years old. She has
won the Sound of Youth USA
talent hunt In New York. She
has rarely stopped working
since, both In coffee houses
and in concert.
Mary Smith will be at die
Coffee House Feb. 26-March
3. Shows will be presented at
8 p.m. and 10 p.m. each night
In the North Ballroom

Continued from Page 1
problems, and to understand
the background of the area and
the people you will be working
with."
The two representatives encourage seniors as well as
underclassmen in all majors
to attend. They wlU provide
information, pamphlets, and
applications to those interested in applying, and will describe their personal experience. "We want to urge everyone to come and talk. We're
not a pressing kind of group."
The American Civil Liberties Union chapter of Madison
College invites all interested
students to their next meeting
which will be held Sunday at
7 p.m. in the Student Government Office of the Student
Center.
,

Fees and expenses for participating students will be kept
to a minimum with students
expected to pay only the cost
of their meals. Transportation, lodging, and registration
will be provided for participating delegates.
All students, regardless of
major, are encouraged to apply submitting applications to
Mr. Vernon C. Mechtensimer,

What's News

continued

.(Continued from page 6)
omore, junior, and Senior clPre-law students will meet
asses; and five (5) represenwith several local attorneys
tatives to the Honor Council
at 6:30 pm on Thursday, Mafrom the rising Sophomore,
rch 1, in HB-3 (Harrison AnJunior and Senior classes.
nex). Information will be given
Declarations for these poson admission to law schools,
itions are due in the SGA
the study of law, and the proffice by 8:00 pm, Thursday,
actice of law. Opportunity will
March 1 and can be picked
be given to ask questions. For
up at the Information desk or
further information, contact
at the SGA office of the camGary Hancock, ext. 4071, or
pus center. For more inforDr. Paul C. Cllne, ext 6344
mation call Dennis G. McAor 6149.
dams at 4971 (Ashby 59) or
6376 (SGA office).
Madison College Department
of
Music will present Jeff
Open Bids went out to elWatson,
tenor and Thelma Maeven girls Wednesday, Febrkham,
mezzo-soprano
in reruary 14. They are:
cital
Sunday,
February
25,
Alph a Sigma Tau: Debbie
1973,
at
8
pm.
In
La
time
rAmbrogl, Susan McCloud, CShaeffer
Auditorium.
The
Indy Potts
program will Include works
Kappa Delta: Nancy Pugh
by Handel, Brahms, Schubert,
Sigma Kappa: Susan Allen
Hahn and Duke. Admission is
Sigma Sigma Sigma: Cindy
free and open to the public.
Dowgowlcz, Kay Griffin , Margaret Sherrod, Norma Turner
Zeta Tau Alpha: Margaret
Christenson, Brenda Dobbs.
By VIRG1E PURVIS

Meet a new friend
with an old problem.
Woodsy Owl is the friend. He's the new national symbol for a
clean environment. The old problem is pollution. Woodsy's concerned about pollution and the quality of our environment. Each
year, every man, woman and child in the United States throws
away about one ton of paper, cans and garbage. Woodsy gives a
hoot, he'd like us to make useful things from this waste. First, if

Department of Political Science and Geography, Box M57, no later than February 28,
1973. Please Include in your
application the following information: name, box number,
classification, grade average,
any special qualifications you
might have, and reasons why
you would like to represent
Madison at this workshop.

you use aluminum cans, save them and return them to proper recycling centers...that goes for glass containers too. It can cost
almost as much as the original drink to clean up the litter. Work
out ways to recycle your old papers too. It costs more to dispose
of a large city Sunday paper than it costs to buy it. The problem's
a big one. But it can be solved, if we all do our part.

Give a hoot!
Don't II
Join Woodsy. Give a hoot. Don't pollute.
Work out ways to make wastes useful.

Student Aid

The Office of Admissions
and Student Aid wishes to
announce that all students who
plan to apply for financial assistance for the 1973-74 session must submit a Parent's
Confidential Statement to the
College Scholarship Service,
Princeton, New Jersey. This
financial data will be required
for ALL assistance programs
offered through the college,
with the exception of the State
Teachers' Scholarship.
Previously, there have been
two student aid applicationsone for scholarships, and another for Job opportunities.
This year one application is
offered which will cover both
requests.
Also, students who plan to
apply through their local bank
for Guaranteed Bank Loans
must have a Parent's Confidential Form on file In the
Student Aid Office. Local
banks will have all forms
necessary for applying for
bank loans, and Parent's Confidential Statements are available In the Office of Admissions and Student Aid, Room
113, Wilson Hall.

Classifieds
ARE FREE TO THE
MADISON COLLEGE
COMMUNITY
There will bt a Young DemocratsMeeting at 6:30 p.m. in Harrison
Room 20S to Discuss College Farm
Party.
roommate wanted
Person to share a two bedroom trailer
with Mr. $45 a month and Electricity
and Phone. Located 2 miles from
Harrisonburg. Call 434-0*41 MondayThursday attar 5:00 p.m.
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Dance Review

Universality Is
Expressed In Dance

Billy Siegenheimer, a member of the Don
Redllck Darcy Company, instructs members
of the Speech and Drama Movement for

By JON IRBY
The language of movement
is universal and the Don Redllch Dance Co. represents Its
universality. An evening of
"Redllch dance" was experienced by an almost-capacity
crowd in Wilson Auditorium
Wednesday.
The program, divided into
three segments, provided a
variety of contrasts which represented all phases of movement. The first segment introduced the audience to the company In "Jibe." This dance
was notable for its superior
lighting designed by Jennifer
Tlpton. "Air Antique," a solo
performed byLulySantangelo,
was excellent. Ms. Santangelo
skillfully tied a variety of
contrasting movements together with an even flow.
"Cahoots" was a comic relief dance presented by Mr.
Redllch and Ms. Wanda Pruska; it reflected mirror images
as they mechanically clowned
their way through a paper doll
routine.
Mr. Redllch displayed great
contrasting movement in die
comic presentation "Passin'
through, comln', lookln', gettin', losin', gamin', goto*,"
which opened the second segment.

Actors Practkum during the Masters Class
for Dancers held Monday at Godwin Hall.
Photo by John Cooper

Singers Sing Songs Sunday
The Madison College Women's Concert Choir will present Its Home Concert on
Sunday, February 25, at 3pm.
In Wilson Auditorium. This
concert concludes the choir's
annual tour, which this year
Included appearances In Woodbrldge, Virginia; Port Republic, Maryland; Cambridge,
Maryland; and Salisbury, Maryland.
The 43-Toice choir will sing
a varied program of sacred
and secular Uterature. On
e of the principal works is
the "Mlssa Brevls In D" by
the contemporary English Composer, Benjamin Britten.
In addition, the choir win feature Us accompanist, Richard _. McPherson, In the beautiful "Song of Destiny" by
Johannes Brahms and J.S. Bach's "My Spirit, be Joyful."
The choir will complete Its
program on the lighter side
with a number of favorite
folk songs, Madrigals, and
spirituals; Including, "Black
is the Color of My True Love's Hair," "Riddle Song,"
"Fire, Fire My Heart," and
«.«There is a Balm In Gilead."
In 1972, the Women's Concert Choir was honored to have
been one of only 50 groups
from across the country chosen to perform at the National
Convention of Music Educators
National Conference in Atlanta, Georgia. The choir is
directed by David A. Watklns
Assistant Professor of Music.
He is a graduate
of the Ohio State University,

where he was affiliated with
the Symphonic Choir for ten
years, serving as assistant
director and co-conductor of
the groups. He also taught
at Musklngum College in Ohio before coming to Virginia.
Mr. Watklns Is a member of
the American Choral Directors Association and the National Association of Teachers
of Singing.

Wichita State; he Is currently
completing his Doctor of Musical Arts degree at the University of Michigan.
The public is cordially invited to attend the concert.
There Is no admission charge.

NASSAU

Richard E. McPherson is an
Assistant Professor of Music at Madison CoUege where
he teaches organ. Mr. McPherson is a graduate of the
University of Michigan and

Exploring
Sound
The Madison College-Community Orchestra will present
their third concert this year
in Wilson Auditorium on Tuesday, February 27th at 8:00
p.m. The 60-plece orchestra
is under the direction of Dr.
Ben E. Wright, assoclateprofessor of music at Madison.
The orchestra is composed
of Madison students and musicians from Harrisonburg and
surrounding areas. The performance wlU include Mendelssohn's Symphony #5, The Reformation; Elliot Schwartz's
Texture for Woodwinds, Brass
and Strings; and Weldon Hart's
John Jacob Nlles Suite. The
"Texture" is a composition
written in 1967 to explore new
sounds from the conventional
orchestra.

REGAL NOTES
UNDERSTAND PLAYS, NOVELS AND POEMS
FASTER WITH OUR NOTES
W«'r« new and we're th« bigeit! Thousands of
topic* reviewed for quicker understanding. Our
subjects include not only English, but Anthropology, Art, Black Studies, Ecology, Economics,
Education, History, Low, Music,
Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology,
Religion, Science, Sociology and Urban Problems. Send $2 for your catalog of topics available.
REGAL NOTES
.
3160 "O" Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20007

Telephone: 202-3334201

The final segment, a unique
production in its own right,
was opened by Mr. RedUch's
performance of "Dance tor
One Figure, Four Objects and
Film Sequence." This dance
was highlighted by a film sequence created by Jackson
Tiffany and choreographed by
Anna Nasslf. This dance was
difficult to foUow because of
the film; however, the combination of movements with the
film tied the performance together.
"Slouching Towards Bethlehem" concluded the performance and brought the audience to its feet. The entire
company entered an empty
stage in painters* overalls,
carrying backets of paint and
armloads of newspapers. During the dance, the company
moved constantly reflecting
the fast pace of everyday life.
Again, comic relief was the
format for this number. This
number was made possible
through a choreographic grant
from the National Endowment
for the Arts.
The program concluded a
three-day touring residency
for the company. During mis
time several hundred students
worked with the company in
their workshops.

MARCH 9-16

NASSAU*DC
Spoil gouMtH a little! Leave tkt 6now ana*
Uu*h bthii
Htlax undtl tkt tiopltal
tun mhilt A4.pp4.ng ont
on oi thott iamom long.
cool itland

Meeting of all Interested students Wed. Feb. 26 4:30 p.m.
Meeting Room C Campus Center.

INCLUDED:

■

•Round trip, non-slop jet flight between city of departure and NASSAU, with complete
in-flight lervice, including open bar.
"Round trip transfer* and baggage handling between airport and hotel.
*Cr*j!ce of accommodations quad, triple, or double at the MONTAGU BEACH HOTEL
for 7 days and 7 nights.
•Welcome Rum Swizzle Party.
HURRY - FIRST COME, FIRST SERVE
'Manager's Cocktail Party.
ONLY A FEW SEATS REMAINING
*All taxes, tips, and gratuity charges.
'•Hospitality Desk In hotel lobby.
'Hotel facilities include: private beach, pool, 2 nightclubs, restaurant.
TIM MC FEELY
CONTACT ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR
«.UKIM.I.
CAMp(JB CBnra

FROM
*

159

AIR COST:
LAND COST:

$75.00
$84.00

••33-6217

40%

TAXES AND
SERVICES

Or
VIA
1406 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 2000
(202) 785-4755

Per seat price is pro-rata share of the total charter cost subject to Increase or decrease depending upon number of participants as per CAB regulations. This flight open only to students, faculty and staff, and their immediate families of this
university.
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The Grandstander
By BUCK GASTRELL and VAN JENKINS
Madison College hit the big time soccer scene Indie fall of 1971. Coach Vanderwarker's year of recruiting paid great dividends In '71. The squad's potential
seemed great from the beginning as the team received
a tremendous boost from a host of northerners Including
John Nagle, Bob McCardle, Ray Laroche, Mike Tesla,
Pat Baker and Ken Mcllvane.
The Dukes' 8-4-1 season record for 1971 was quite
an achievement considering they had won only two games
In their first three seasons. Madison participated in the
NCAA College Division Southern Regional Championship
held, at Winter Park Florida.
Madison College saw Its first real superstar in 1971
as Alan Mayer was named an All-American goalie.
Coach Vanderwarker was honored as the VISA Coach
of the Year for 1971.
Coach McMillin came to Madison College in 1971 and
coached cross-country and track.
1971 was a building season for Madison's crosscountry team. They posted a 2-5 record over a rough
varsity schedule. The squad was paced by runners Bill
Mahone and Johnnie Phillips.
Another new face on Madison's sports scene for 1971
was Dean Ehlers. Coach Ehlers became the Madison
College Athletic Director. Coach Ehlers also directed
the Dukes' basketball squad for the 71-72 season. The
Dukes posted a very Impressive 16-7 record under their
new leader.
Returning veterans Gary Butler, George Tollver, Joe
Frye and Lenny Mosser gave the Dukes a strong,
experienced foundation for their team. These veterans
were greatly aided by freshman Tim Meyers.
Madison's J. V. team had a .500 season as they
finished with a 5-5 record. The J. V. Dukes were
led by Jim Manser, Pat Vines and D. L. Moyers.
Moyers also saw some action in varsity competition.
Coach Babcock once again led the baseball squad
and they came up with a fine 13-14 record. The team
was led by the hitting of MVP award winner Kenny
Collins and the pitching of Larry Hunt. Hunt's 4-4
record was not lndlcitlve of his throwing ability considering he had a 1.29 ERA. The highlight of the season
was a 2-1 upset of the University of Virginia with Hunt
pitching for the Dukes.
Coach John Rader returned from sabbatical leave In
1971 and took over his previous duty as tennis coach.
Led by Alan Mayer and Mac Ferguson, the team came
up with an outstanding 11-2-1 season record.
The golf team, led for the last time by Coach Ward
Long, proved their skill by posting a 13-4 record. The
leading golfers were Bill Lamb and a surprising freshman from New Market, D. L. Moyers. Moyers was later
voted an Honorable Mention All-American golfer.
IWWWWWW TO BE CONTINUED

PICTURES FOR
♦applications
* engagements
♦weddings
SEE DR. HENDERSON

CORRECTION:
The State Swimming competition will be held at Randolph-Macon, not at Madison,
this Friday and Saturday.

THE BODY SHOP
Now In Stock
18" Blacklite Bulbs
Fixtures—Cords $10.95
Plus 4 Footers
$19.00
Purple Building
E. Market St.
433-1647

INTERNATIONAL
WORLD AIDE ba/wr
Unusual g'fts <■«*> I.I!H>
pricad Inspection invited

i!^m.«« i^XXv-/ir

Harrlsonburg, Va.

— MANY UNUSUAL GIFTS—
Water Pipes - chess Jets - Candles - Music Boxes
All Kinds of incensf: irved Olive Wood Figures
Hand Carved Sea Shells - Revolving Lamps
All Kinds : . l!s - -olid Brass Gifts - Camel Skin Lam; s
433-1211

•*»

photo by John cooper

m

—

Coach McMillan shows good form in the clipboard event.

Dukes Drop Cliffhanger 68-66
By CHIP CARVER
Shepherd College scored In
the final six seconds of the
game to hand Madison their
eighth defeat of the season.
The loss dropped the Dukes'
record to 15-8.
Madison had trailed through
most of the game and had come
back from a 13-polnt deficit
to tie late In the fourth period.
Coach Lou Campanelli said
that "I can find fault with no
one. They played well and

never gave up."
George Toliver led the Dukes
with 19 points. Joe Frye added 16 points and Wilbert Mills
chipped in with 13 as the Dukes
put three players, In double
figures.
Dave Correll, who Injured
an ankle hi the HampdenSyndey contest, has sat out the
last two games and his status
with the squad is doubtful for
the remainder of the season.
Friday night the Dukes tra-

vel to Pennsylvania to begin
a two-day road trip when they
meet York College. Saturday
night they face Mlllersvllle
(Pa.) State College. Madison
triumphed over both teams
earlier In the season but expects a tough test from both
teams.
Monday night the Dukes return home to host Old Dominion in the season finale for
Madison.

Intramural B-ball Schedule
Sunday, February 25
LEAGUE A
9:00 off Campus vs. Eagle 4A
(makeup game)
LEAGUE B
7:00 Eagle 4B vs. Circle K
8:00 Smith's Boys vs. SPE n
9:00 6XA vs. Eagle 6B
LEAGUE C
7:00 Sheldon vs. Eagle 7
8:00 AXP vs. 0XB
9:00 Eagle 4C vs. Hanson A
LEAGUE D
7:00 South High vs. Ashby 3
8:00 Glick vs. Eagle 5
9:00 Hanson C vs. Sheldon II
10:00 Day Studs vs.dMA
(makeup from March 4)
LEAGUE E
7:00 Eagle 6C vs. APO
8:00 Eagle 5B vs. Showalter
9:00 Hanson B vs. <XC

Tuesday, February 27
LEAGUE A
7:00 TKE A vs. Off-Campus
8:00 Ashby I vs. MAB's
9:00 SPE I vs. Eagle 4A
LEAGUE B
10:00 All B League games that
were originally scheduled for
Sunday, March 4: Ashby II
vs. Eagle 2A: Eagle 4B vs.
Eagle 3; Smith's Boys vs.
COCA.
LEAGUE D
10:00 Eagle 5E vs. Ashby 3
Wednesday, February 28
LEAGUE A
10:00 Eagle 4A vs. TKE A
(makeup)
LEAGUE B
7:00 SPE n vs. Eagle 4B
8:00 Circle K vs. Ashby n
9:00 Eagle 3 vs. Eagle 2A
LEAGUE C
7:00 Shenandoah vs. AXP
8:00 6XB vs. Sheldon
9:00 Eagle 7 vs. Johnston

LEAGUE D
7:00 «MA vs. Eagle 5E
8:00 Day Studs vs. South High
9:00 Ashby 3 vs. Glick
LEAGUE E
7:00 TKE B vs. Eagle 6C
8:00 Eagle 2B vs. Showalter
9:00 APO vs. Eagle 5B
All games scheduled for
Friday, March 2, have been
postponed.
These are the leading Scorers in intramural basketball
as ui rwruu'; u, i»i«.
Name
Team
Average
Stever APO
23.0
Adams Hanson A
22.0
Llotta Eagle 7
21.5
Watts Off-Campus 20.5
Smith Smith's Boys 18.66
Tate
Sheldon II
18.50
Cook
TKE A
17.33
Embry Day Students 17.0
Shafer Eagle 5B
17.0
Clidsay Sheldon n
16.5
PetersonOCA
ie.5
Johnson Day Students 16.33
Zawzlg Smith's Boys 16.33
Vaugn Shenandoah 16.25
Hudson Eagle 2A
16.0
Vines Eagle 8
16.0
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V-Ball Co-Rec & Clinic
The Men's and Women's
Intramural Programs are sponsoring a Co-Recreational
Volleyball Tournament. Each
team must consist of three
women and three men- either
students or faculty. Games
will be held on Tuesdays and
Thursdays beginning at 7:00
pm, in the Godwin Gym. Anyone interested In forming a
team should fill out a form
available in Godwin and mail
it to Jean Dalton, WRA advisor, Godwin 15.
This program is being offered on an experimental basis in hope that Co-Rec activities may be offered in the
future. So, start organizing
your teams now! Entries must be in no later than Friday, February 23, at 5 pm.
Games will start on Tuesday
February 27. .

Attention! The Madison College Volleyball classes will
be sponsoring three seperate
Volleyball clinics. The first
being on Sunday, February
25,1973 at 2 p.m. in Godwin
Hall at the Sinclair Gym. This will be a demonstration conducted by the Baltimore Bullets Regional Volleyball Association Champions, and will
be open free to the public.
The second and third clinics
will be held on Tuesday, February 27, 1973 and Wednesday, February 28, at 7 pm
at Harrlsonburg High School.
These clinics will be conducted by the Volleyball students
at Madison College for the
benefit of the 9 and 10 grade boys and girls from Harrlsonburg High School. «
Photo by Or. C«ry Henderson

Dive, Shoot, Parry, and Vault
By DEBBY WRIGHT
Madison's Swimming Team
posted another victory as they
over-whelmed Old Dominion
with their quick swimming
styles. Outstanding performers included Ellen Meadows,
who placed first in the 50meter and 100-meter backstroke; freshman Patty Fernstermaker who placed second
to Ellen; and Sandy Lindsay,
who Improved her Individual
relay time to 1:12.4. With this
final win of the season, the
"Gozooz" ended with an outstanding 7-3 record.
Good luck to the swimmers
and Coach Martha 0»Donnell
as they compete In the State
Meet at Randolph-Macon College this Friday and Saturday.

Photo by Mike Pierce

Joe Frye

Area B-ball Tourney
Madison's Godwin Hall will
be the scene this Friday and
Saturday nights of the area
basketball tournament championships.
The Skyline District finals
will be played on Friday night
and the Valley District finals
will be played here on Saturday night.
The teams participating In
the finals decided on Wednesday and Thursday in the
semi-final contests. The tip-off
time for the finals is 8:00 **-

The Varsity Madison Duchesses suffered their third loss
of the season last Monday when
they met the girls from VPL
In spite of their loss, the Varsity maintains an outstanding
record of 11-3.
The J.V.'s pulled through with their twelth victory as Eileen Stewart led the team with her fine offensive efforts.
On Friday in Godwin at 3:00
pm, the girls will be hostesses

ch night with a preliminary
game scheduled to begin at
ftOO each night.

(on Court Square)
Harrlsonburg, Va. 22801

434—8611

Madison's gymnastics team,
under the direction of Mr Kruger, will compete for the first
time when they meet with the
Waynesboro gymnastics club
on Saturday, February 24. The
meet will be held In the Godwin gymnastics room and will
begin at 2:30 pm.
Each girl In competition will
perform an optional routine,
which Includes a floor exercise, and movements on the
balance beam or uneven parallel bars, while on the sidehorse, each girl will be allowed two vaults. The routine
will Include 4 medulm moves
and two superior moves.

College
Exxon
Servicenter
24 HR. WRECKER SERVICE
FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY
1001 S. Main St.
Harrlsonburg, Va.
Phone 434-0691

171 North Mih Strttt
Featuring
Imported Cheeses
And Wines
French Pastry

r RAFTS

listrictioi offered
Discout to dobs aid groips

The Madison Fencing Duchesses returned from Penn State last Saturday In high spirits. In spite of the overaU
won-lost statistics, Madison
fenced superbly against theexperlenced teamsoftheNorth.
The Duchesses beat Buffalo
State 10-6 but fell in close
bouts to Penn State 9-7, Farlelgh-Dlckerson 9-7, and Jersey City 12-4. The "B" team beat Penn State 9-7, and
even though they tied in bouts
to Farlelgh-Dlckerson 8-8, they lost in toches.
The Duchesses will end their
season by traveling to Mary
Baldwin this Friday to compete in the Virginia Collegiates
State Tournament composed of
10-15 teams.

By Beth Howell

The
Famous
Restaurant
Tom Pappas, Owner-Manager

Coach Bob Vanderwarker welcomes to the Madison Campuspus this weekend several
soccer athletes. From New
York, Dan West-Smithtown,
Ken Morris-North Babylon,
Dan Spaloone-Llndenhurst,
Eric Rlcioppo-Lynbrook, Kevin Rose-Lynbrook, Ray Lipnlcky- Monsey, and from Maryland, George Vogel of
Sevema Park.

USY

to the team from Gallaudet.
Coach Betty Jaynes praises
her basketball Duchesses in
their season's efforts. "Generally, every team has a superstar-one who makes 25 pts.
or so every game-but Madison is different. We have
a complete team-one that never gives up-and one that always plays well together as a
team-and this is, perhaps, our
greatest attributes."

Popular actor James Caan says,
"The American Cancer Society
wants to wipe out cancer In your
lifetime. And we can make it happen...all of us...if each of us
gives generously to the ACS
Crusade."

(70S)

Featuring
The Ziaka Bar
Prime Ribs au Jus_
and
434-7253
Shlsh-kebob
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>*ith the Army ROTC TVo-Year Program.

.- „.••

Army ROTC usually takes four years of college. But
you can do it in two.
If, for example, you couldn't take Army ROTC
during your first two years of college.
Or if you just didn't want to take Army ROTC before.
But now you recognize the benefits.
N You start the Two-Year Program by going to our
six-week Basic Camp the summer following your sophomore year.
Camp—a little classroom work; some challenging
physical training—replaces the Basic Course you would have
taken during your first two years of college. You're well-paid for
this six-week catch-up.
.
Then, after camp, you complete your Advanced
Course during your junior a»ds£i}ior years.
Maybe you'll decide that the chance to get real
management experience earlier than most people will be worth
a lot later on.
.
/
Maybe you can use the $100 per month subsistence
allowance you will get for up to 10 months of each school year.
Maybe qualifying for two careers simultaneously—
military or civilian—is insurance against job uncertainties.
Or, maybe the opportunity for an Army ROTC scholar-,,/
ship is exciting.
The Army ROTC Two-Year Program is another
chance for a better career, through Army ROTC.
Talk over the Two-Year Program with
the Professor of Military Science at your school.
Or use this coupon. There's no obligation.
Army ROTC. The more you look
Nairn-.
at it, the better it looks.

fit

Army ROTC
P.O. Box 1270:1
Philadelphia. I'A !»l:M

'Ml nw more ulxmi the
Armv ROTC. Two-Your l'ninnnii.

AtklrMX.

.('.imiilv.

Stale.
Colk'Ki* vou'rv allendiiiK-

.Zip
.Phom-.
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